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Introduction

Compatible finite elements form the basis of the Gung Ho dynamical core for-

mulation, extending C-grid staggering to pseudo-uniform meshes that avoid

the communication bottleneck caused by the poles in a lat-long grid. They

are also very suitable for multiresolution meshes for seamless ocean modelling.

What are compatible finite elements useful for?

Same properties as C-grid [1]:
1.No spurious pressure modes,

2.No spurious inertial oscillations,

3. Steady geostrophic modes,

4.Conservation of linear energy.
Plus:

1.No orthogonality requirements on meshes; can use triangles or quadrilaterals.

2. Consistent discretisation of Coriolis, and higher-order options.

3. Flexibility to avoid spurious C-grid inertia-gravity modes on triangles [2].

What are compatible finite element methods?

Sets/spaces of finite element functions are defined by:

1.The choice of polynomials used in each cell (e.g., linear, quadratic, etc.),

2.The continuity constraints on the functions between neighbouring cells.

In the compatible finite element framework, we choose:

1.Continuity in normal component for velocity space V1.

2.Discontinuous functions for pressure space V2.

3.u ∈ V1 =⇒ ∇ · u ∈ V2.
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Compatible spaces for rotating shallow water

RT0-DG0 on quads. RT0: In reference element,

x-component is linear in x, constant in y; y com-

ponent is linear in y, constant in x. DG0: constant

functions.

RT1-DG1 on quads. RT1: In reference element,

x-component is quadratic in x, linear in y; y com-

ponent is quadratic in y, linear in x. DG1: bilinear

functions. Extension to higher order: RTk-DGk.

BDM1-DG0 on triangles. BDM1: Linear

vector-valued functions. DG0: constant functions.

BDM2-DG1 on triangles. BDM2: Quadratic

vector-valued functions. DG1: Linear functions.

Extension to higher-order: BDMk-DG(k-1).

BDFM1-DG1 on triangles. BDFM1:

Quadratic vector-valued functions with nor-

mal components constrained to be linear on edges.

DG1: Linear functions.

Energy-enstrophy conserving discretisations for the non-

linear shallow water equations on the sphere

Continuous finite element space V0, with ψ ∈ V0 =⇒ ∇⊥ψ ∈ V1, [4] leads

to energy-enstrophy conserving and energy conserving/enstrophy dissipating

discretisations.

3D discretisations: Hexahedral/prismatic elements

formed from tensor products [3]

Density space:
⊗ =

Horizontal part of velocity space:
⊗ =

Vertical part of velocity space:
⊗ =

Temperature space:
⊗ =

Vertical slice tests

Parallel scaling tests
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81920 base cells, 40 layers (5.92e+07 velocity, 1.97e+07 pressure dofs)

Krylov solve

Full timestep

RHS assembly
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